Riser gasket, V8

Models: all gas V8

A new gasket was recently released to seal the joint between the exhaust manifold and the exhaust riser on V8 gas engines. This new gasket provides a better seal in this important joint.

The new gasket is sold for service as kit 3863191. This kit contains two riser gaskets plus instructions for installation.

Gasket kit 3863191 replaces riser gasket 3850496, which was used on many earlier engines.

Note! The instructions contain detailed steps for surface preparation, gasket installation and torque that are necessary for proper sealing of the gaskets. If these steps are not followed, leakage at the gasket may occur.

Note! The instruction steps must be followed when installing these new gaskets on earlier engines which used gasket 3850496. If these steps are not followed, leakage at the gasket may occur.